How to Read the RACING PROGRAM

5 10
Dr. Yohei Nohara

Let's Makochan (JPN)

Class of Stars
Northern Taste
Underground Star

Ylw.

Fuji Kiseki (51.58)

55.0
Ayumi Yoshida

M's b.
Tsukasa Hori (11.4%, 10-7-4-2-22nd)

21 Apr. 08 Arisa Nakazawa

83,320,000

S 2 0 0 1 1

Turf 7 2 0 1 3

Dirt 2 0 1 1 1

Course 1 0 0 1 0

Wet 2 0 0 2

Explanatory Notes

<Horse Data>
1. Bracket Number
2. Horse Number
3. Blinker
4. Owner
5. Horse Name (Country Foaled)
6. Weight to Carry (kilogram)
7. Jockey
8. Jockey's (Trainer's) Winning Percentage in Season
9. No. of Wins - Seconds - Thirds - Others in Season
10. Jockey's (Trainer's) Season Ranking (No. of Wins)
11. Prize Money Earned (JPY)
12. No. of Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others in races run over;
   S: 1300m M: 1301m - 1899m
   L: 1900m - 2100m L: 2101m - 2700m
   E: 2701m -
13. Color of Jockey's Cap
14. Sire (Earning Index in Season)
15. Dam
16. Broodmare Sire
17. Second Dam
18. Sex and Age, Coat Color
19. Date of Birth
20. Breeder
21. Trainer
22. Life: No. of Lifetime Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others
   *Turf: No. of Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others on Turf
   *Dirt: No. of Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others on Dirt
   *Course: No. of Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others on the
   Surface at the Racecourse to Run
   *Data of past Jump races are not included for horses running
   in flat races
23. Wet: No. of Starts, Wins, Seconds, Thirds and Others on the
   Surface to Run when that Surface was Wet

<Past Performance Data>
24. Date of Race
25. Racecourse
26. Class of Race
27. Name of Race (if Stakes Race)
28. Surface, Distance, Going (Turf = Firm, Good, Yielding, Soft
   Dirt = Standard, Good, Muddy, Sloppy)
29. Position at: 1st Corner, 2nd Corner, 3rd Corner, Last Corner
30. Finishing Time
31. Official Placing
32. No. of Runners
33. Name of Jockey
34. Weight Carried (kilograms)
35. Weight of Horse (kilograms)
36. Winner, Finishing Time of Winner, <Margin between Winner and Second>,
   Second Finisher, <Margin between Second and Third>, Third Finisher
   (margin) DH: Dead Heat NS: Nose HD: Head
   HK: Neck DS: Distance (more than 10 lengths)
37. Going of the Final Stretch in Jump races when the final stretch is run over Dirt
38. Special Status to note;
   S: Scratched ER: Excluded from Racing
   FF: Fail to Finish RM: Remount
   DQ: Disqualified DG: Demoted
39. Order at the Finishing Line if Different from Official Placing
40. Order of Favor for Win Betting

*Data may not be fully available for non-JRA horses / past races.